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Colored diamonds are very rare and very much valuable. This statement is enough to attract the
hearts of all the women. A colourless diamond is the purest form of a diamond. In the past people
choose their diamonds on the basis of their purity but the culture has now changed. Purity does not
matter until the Diamond is attractive, rare and valuable.

Diamonds are found in many colours: gray, white, red, green, pink, blue, yellow, orange, purple,
brown and black. Though red diamond is the rarest, green diamond is the most valuable. Though
pure diamond has no colour and is transparent, in reality no gem sized diamond is perfect. When
most people think of coloured stone jewellery, their minds turn to rubies, sapphires, and emeralds
but they forget that the most beautiful, brightest, and durable gemstone of all is the Diamond.

Colored diamonds are an allotrope of carbon where the atoms form a crystal matrix giving the gem
a proper structure. But who cares - All we care is that diamonds are â€˜Womenâ€™s Best Friendsâ€™. No lady
or girl will remain upset after being gifted a diamond. Diamonds are very had in nature. They cannot
be cut easily. It takes a lot of pain to make diamond jewellery. Not all the people know that the most
beautiful diamonds in the world come in an array of colours. Colored ones occur naturally. They are
not polished or modified to enhance the colour.

Green diamond acquires its colour due to the effect of radiation. Green Diamonds are also termed
as Dresden Green Diamonds. These diamonds were given as a gift by the emperors of one
kingdom to another in order to get protection for their kingdom. The country of their origin is India,
first found in the Kollur mines of Andhra Pradesh. The best piece of the Dresden green diamond is
displayed at the â€˜New Green Vaultâ€™ at Dresden Castle. It is a very valuable jewel.

Green diamond does not only look exotic but also have a huge religious value. People all over the
world worship this diamond considering it to be a jewel of Lord Zeus â€“ The God of Lightning. It is said
that Perseus, the son of Zeus and Danea, a demi god threw the stone towards the sky which came
back to him in the form of a Unicorn. Hence the Green Diamond is said to be as pure and rare as a
unicorn and considered to be very precious.

All the different colored diamonds have their own importance and value, apart from having elegant
look. These colored diamonds are really rare and are very expensive. It can cost a person his whole
fortune to buy one. But if he possesses any such diamond, he becomes an elite person. A person
with any of these wonderful, precious, beautiful jewels becomes unique.
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Ray Ban - About Author:
Ray Ban belongs to the Reddiam Company that boasts over 30 years of experience in the global
diamond industry. Its huge a green diamond collection is available in various shades, cuts and
clarity levels. All a colored diamonds offered here are GIA certified. Place order today!
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